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A Proven, Step-By-Step System To Mastering Your Writing Rhymes,Free Style and Song writing

GameÂ Finally Revealed.. The Amazing insider Secret of the Best Ghost Writers in the Rap and

R&B GameDear Lyrist & SongwriterWelcome to the first Extensive Hip Hop Rhyming Dictionary.In

this volume, we will provide you with a very brief introduction to the history of Rap and Hip Hop. This

dictionary will provide the reader with the knowledge of different types of rhymes and illustrate the

practice of these rhymes with examples from a variety of different artists. In the final chapters of this

book, a multitude of common phrases will provide the reader with rhymes that go far beyond the

basic end rhyme.Today only, get this  bestseller for just $9.99. Regularly pricedat $14.99. Read on

your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle device.Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn...The

objective of this dictionary is to provide writers with a perspective different from most rhyming

dictionaries. Too often rhyming dictionaries provide very simple, monosyllabic rhymes that neglect

to expand the mind and leave many works at the beginner-stage. Furthermore, an additional

dictionary offers Homonym rhymes, which will be explained later in this book. Continue reading and

take yourself to the next level.Check out Sample Excerpts from The Extensive Hip Hop Rhyming

Dictionary below12350-50Busy Busy, Hit the city, In a jiffy, Itâ€™s a mystery, Itâ€™s at fifth street,

Missed me-Missed me, Pretty nifty, This is history, This is nifty, This is shiftyAAsthma attackAfter

the fact, Ask for it back, Blast to the past, Cats in the bag, Drafted the fastest, Half of a track, Pass

in the back, Platinum plaque, Tackle the track, That is a fact, Thatâ€™s in the bagBBack to the

basicsAsk them to make it, Dabble and taste it, Gasp in amazement, Last in the races, Laugh in the

faces, Tackled and aced it, Tackle the cases, That isnâ€™t wasted, Track it and trace itCChange the

flowAce the show, Bass is low, Case is closed, Fake the O, Hate to go, Made to go, Make it grow,

Make it snow, Take it slowDDrum and bassCome and play, Flushed away, Hunger days, Months

and days, Other ways, Some will say, Summer craze, Sun and rays, Tons of ways, Thunder plays,

Thunder rains, UnderageEEast to westBe the guest, Clean the mess, Deeper breath, Eat the rest,

Feeling blessed, Meet the rest, Piece of flesh, See the rest, Teach the best, We the bestDownload

Your Copy TodayTake action today and download this book for a limited time discount of

onlyÂ $9.99! Hit the Buy Now Button!!This is the Best Hip Hop Rhyming Dictionary and Rap

Rhyming Dictionary On the Net!!!!
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This book's really cool. I'm not a huge fan of rap and hiphop, but I like to listen to it once in a while.

As a singer, I tried to do a variety of genre, but I never seem to get the gist of rap and hip hop. I've

always found it witty that rappers can just make rhyme out of their heads immediately. This book

definitely broadens my knowledge of rap and hip hop.

As its title indicates, Gio Williams' "Hip Hop Rhyming Dictionary: The Extensive Hip & Rap Rhyming

Dictionary for Rappers, Mcs and lyricists" is for rappers, masters of ceremony and lyricists. The title

insinuates the exclusion of students - of rap and hip hop - from the readership of this dictionary.

Anyone with at least a passing interest in these genres is a likely student. Such a person would

benefit from reading this dictionary.This dictionary succinctly, yet effectively, documents the

evolution of rap and hip hop from West Africa in the eighteenth century to the United States of

America in present times. This dictionary also documents diverse rhymes and homonyms, with an

emphasis on hip hop rhymes. Its offerings are rather interesting. If you want to know the meaning of

rap and hip hop terms, this dictionary will enlighten you.

This little black and red lettered book is a very unique and interesting volume. And there are very



few like it like the title says it is a rhyming dictionary that will provide that will not only provide

inspiration for those that are new to the rap and MC universe, but it will guide and inspire a

tried-and-true veteran as well. Contained within these 176 pages are not only suggestions for words

and rhymes of all various types (which the book thoroughly explains). But there is also historical

information as well. So the artist will know, the lineage of their particular style of rhyme and this is a

very good thing because if you understand where something came from. Then you can truly make it

your own. The last few chapters of this intriguing little volume also contain examples of all the

various rhymes and types presented by a wide variety of top-level artists.So if you are looking for a

little inspiration or want to know how to use a particular rhyme to take your flow to the next righteous

level, then this little book is not going to be disappointing.

Wow! This book is jam packed with information! I loved reading about the history of rap and hop

hop.The dictionary was amazing.As a person with some background in music and poetry, I found it

fascinating.The dictionary was very cool to read and I can see alot of time was put into getting it

prepared .I was impressed by all of the different phrases in the dictionary.Anyone with any interest

in music and /or poetry would find this book fascinating.Interesting stuff!

I love hip hop so it was only right for me to pick up this book and I was amazed to say the least. This

book was a thorough guide of rhymes that can be used to make great songs. I bought this book for

strictly entertainment and I was surprised at how helpful it was at helping me create raps. The

process really works. Any artist should pick up this dictionary in order to improve the quality of their

freestyle. Of course it takes practice, but I had a lot of fun doing it.

This book is great, My step son tries to rap and it's given him so many ideas. Good suggestions of

how to rhyme and create lyrics that even a teenager can understand. It has improved his work

already so it was well worth buying. It's well laid out and follows well though it is pretty short so don't

expect a huge dictionary but it will broaden your vocabulary and give you more options to work with.

It does have a little bit of history in it as well so it's not just words and rhymes

If you are looking for rhymes you have found the right book. This is a pretty extensive dictionary and

although Gio Williams calls it a Hip Hop Rhyming Dictionary one can find many other uses to these

rhymes. As a teacher I found a valuable source of inspiration for different assignments and I have

used it extensively for some class projects. The brief introduction to the history of this musical genre



just opened my appetite and I am looking forward now to learning more about it.

I hear a lot of rappers getting bashed and I didn't want to be one of them when I got the idea to try

my hand in it. I had a friend tell me he read this book and it helped him so I decided to give it a try.

This book was very helpful. It told me how rap originated and the imperfect ways to rhyme. It went

as far in-depth as possible with examples that were easy to understand. I have started as an

underground rapper and my fan base is steadily growing.
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